Index

Note:
References are to section numbers that are in force.
The Acts and regulations are indexed as follows:

MOTOR VEHICLE ACT
MVA – Motor Vehicle Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 318

MOTOR VEHICLE ACT REGULATIONS
MVR – Motor Vehicle Act Regulations, B.C. Reg. 26/58
EVR – Emergency Vehicle Driving Regulation, B.C. Reg. 133/98
EDR – Use of Electronic Devices While Driving Regulation, B.C. Reg. 308/2009
MSHR – Designation of Motorcycle Safety Helmets Regulation, B.C. Reg. 97/2012
MVFR – Motor Vehicle Fees Regulation, B.C. Reg. 334/91
SVR – Standards for Vehicles and Their Equipment, B.C. Reg. 262/84

OFFENCE ACT
OA – Offence Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 338

OFFENCE ACT REGULATIONS
VTR – Violation Ticket Administration and Fines Regulation, B.C. Reg. 89/97

ABSTRACT. See CERTIFIED ABSTRACT

ACCIDENT
defined, MVA s. 1
duty of driver at, MVA s. 68

ACCIDENT REPORTS
police, MVA s. 249

ADDRESS
change of, MVA s. 14(1)
failure to state, offence, MVA s. 73
ADMINISTRATIVE DRIVING PROHIBITION. See PROHIBITION, 90-day

ADULT
defined, MVA s. 1

AFFIDAVITS, MVA s. 66

AIR CARE. See AIR POLLUTION EMISSION

AIR CONTAMINANT
defined, MVA s. 1

AIR POLLUTION
defined, MVA s. 1

AIR POLLUTION EMISSION
AirCare repair centre, MVA s. 50(1.1)
AirCare repair centre technician, MVA s. 50(1.1)
Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority, MVA s. 50(1.1)
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, role of, MVA s. 50(1)
regulation, MVA s. 49
renewal of licence, MVA s. 48

ALLEYS
emerging from, MVA s. 176

ANIMAL(S)
horse racing, MVA s. 202
riding, MVA s. 120(c)
transporting, offence, MVA s. 72

APPEALS AND SHOW CAUSE HEARINGS
appeal —
    powers of superintendent, MVA s. 118.91
    procedure, MVA s. 118.8
    right of, MVA s. 118.7
    written submissions, MVA s. 118.9
appeal officers, MVA s. 118.2
definitions, MVA s. 118.1
jurisdiction, MVA s. 118.3
regulations, MVA s. 118.92
show cause —
    decisions, MVA s. 118.6
    procedure, MVA s. 118.5
    right to, MVA s. 118.4

APPLICATION, MVA ss. 2, 120
INDEX

APPROVED SCREENING DEVICE
defined, MVA s. 90.3

ARREST
warrant —
   contents of, OA s. 34
   execution of, OA s. 37
   formalities of, OA s. 35
   justice to issue, OA s. 26
   summons not to prevent, OA s. 36
without warrant, MVA s. 79

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
   suspension for failure to obtain, MVA s. 90

BLOOD SAMPLE
   civil liability, MVA s. 228
   decline to take, MVA s. 229
   demand for, MVA s. 225
   proof of, MVA s. 227
   refusal to give, MVA s. 226

BOULEVARD
defined, MVA s. 119

BUS
defined, MVA s. 1
   yielding to, MVA s. 169.1

BUS LANE
defined, MVA s. 119
   driving in, MVA s. 153

BUSINESS DAY
defined, MVA s. 118.1

BUSINESS DISTRICT
defined, MVA s. 119

CANADA SAFETY STANDARDS, MVA s. 223

CARGO SECUREMENT
   application, MVR s. 35.01
   prohibitions, MVR s. 35.03
   requirements, MVR s. 35.04
   standard, MVR s. 35.02
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CERTIFICATE
as evidence, OA s. 15.3

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE
defined, MVA s. 1

CERTIFIED ABSTRACT, MVA s. 116

CHAUFFEUR PERMITS, MVA s. 36

CHEQUES
dishonoured, MVA s. 90(4), 90(5)

CHILD SEATING AND RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
assemblies, MVR ss. 36.06, 36.07
booster seats, MVR s. 36.06
child requirements, MVR s. 36.05
defined, MVR s. 36.01
driver obligation, MVR s. 36.03
exemptions, MVR ss. 36.02, 36.09
infant requirements, MVR s. 36.04
special needs, with, MVR s. 36.08
mobility impairments, with, MVR s. 36.08

CITIZENSHIP. See DRIVER’S LICENCE

COMBINATION OF VEHICLES
defined, MVA s. 119

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING. See TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
deemed registration, MVA s. 2(8)
defined, MVA s. 1
defined (regulations), MVR s. 37.01
warning devices, MVA s. 207

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
flagger, MVA s. 141
signs —
  obedience to, MVA s. 140
  speed, MVA s. 139
  work in progress, MVA s. 138
vehicles, MVA s. 121

CONSULAR EXEMPTION, MVA s. 35
INDEX

CONTROLLED ACCESS HIGHWAY
defined, MVA s. 119
entering, MVA s. 164

CONVICTED
defined, MVA ss. 1, 99, 232

CONVICTION(S)
deemed prior, MVA s. 103
defined, MVA s. 101
reporting, MVA s. 104
suspension, MVA s. 232

CONVICTS
defined, MVA s. 98

CORPORATION
dissolved, MVA s. 19
registration, MVA s. 4

CRIMINAL CODE
application of, MVA s. 133

CROSSWALK
crossing, MVA s. 179
defined, MVA s. 119

CYCLE
defined, MVA s. 119
rights and duties of operator, MVA s. 183
safety helmets, bicycle, MVA s. 184

DANGEROUS ARTICLE
defined, MVA s. 1

DEALER
defined, MVA s. 1

DECALS
alteration, offence, MVA s. 74
issuance, MVA s. 12(2)

DEMONSTRATION LICENCES, MVA s. 38
inspections, MVA s. 39
offences, MVA s. 46
operation by customer, MVA s. 45
refund of fees, MVA s. 40
surrender of, MVA s. 40
DESIGNATED USE HIGHWAY
defined, MVA s. 119
driving or parking on, MVA s. 153.1

DESIGNATED USE LANE
defined, MVA s. 119
driving or parking on, MVA s. 153.2

DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC, MVA ss. 123, 125

DOCTOR. See MEDICAL PRACTITIONER

DOOR
opening, when prohibited, MVA s. 203

DRIVER
defined, MVA ss. 90.3, 119

DRIVER'S CERTIFICATE
defined, MVA s. 1
offence, MVA s. 2(10)(b)

DRIVER'S LICENCE
alteration, offence, MVA s. 74
application for, MVA s. 25
beneficiary under Medicare Protection Act, MVA s. 25
minor's, MVA s. 32
records, retention or seizure of, MVA s. 25.01
cancellation, MVA ss. 26.1, 61
change of address or name, MVA s. 31
citizenship, indication on, MVA s. 25
classes, MVA s. 23
consular exemption, MVA s. 35
duplicate, MVA s. 33
examination of licensees, MVA s. 29
exemptions, MVA s. 3.1
regulations re, MVA 210(2)
failure to produce, MVA s. 70(1)(b)
fee, MVA s. 30
fees, MVFR, s. 1 Sch.
hired vehicles, MVA s. 56
lost, mutilated or destroyed, MVA s. 33
non-residents, exemption, MVA s. 34
offences, MVA ss. 2(10)(a), 24
production of, MVA s. 33
records, retention or seizure of, MVA s. 25.01
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DRIVER’S LICENCE — continued
refusal to issue, MVA ss. 25(9.1), 26(1)
reinstatement, MVA s. 233
short-term licence, MVA s. 27
surrender, MVA ss. 96, 97.1
unlicensed driver, employment of, MVA s. 37
use by another, offence, MVA s. 69(c)

DRIVING
alcohol, with more than 80 mg, MVA s. 224
alleys, emerging from, MVA s. 176
backing vehicle, MVA s. 193
canyons, through, MVA s. 196
careless, prohibited, MVA s. 144
clearance of motor vehicle, MVA s. 205
emergency vehicle, yielding to, MVA s. 177
following —
   fire vehicle, MVA s. 199
   too closely, MVA s. 162
grade, coasting down, MVA s. 197
highways —
   controlled access highway, entering, MVA s. 164
divided, MVA s. 163
   through, entering, MVA s. 175
intersections, stopping at, MVA s. 186
on laned roadway, MVA ss. 151, 156
on right, MVA s. 150
overtaking vehicle, MVA s. 157
parking —
   manner, MVA s. 190
   prohibited, MVA s. 186
passing —
   clear view, MVA s. 160
   on left, MVA s. 159
   on right, MVA s. 158
   when meeting vehicle, MVA s. 154
pedestrians —
   duty of driver, MVA s. 181
   right of way, MVA s. 179
railway crossings, MVA s. 185
sidewalk, MVA s. 200
slow, MVA s. 145
starting vehicle, MVA s. 169
DRIVING — continued
stopping, prohibited, MVA s. 189
suspended, while, MVA s. 234
turning —
  intersections, at, MVA s. 165
  left, MVA s. 166
  reverse, MVA s. 168
  right, MVA s. 167
  signals, MVA ss. 170, 171, 172
view, obstructed, MVA s. 195
while prohibited, MVA ss. 95, 102
winter tires, MVA s. 208
yielding —
  right of way on left turn, MVA s. 174
  sign, MVA s. 173
  to bus, MVA s. 169.1
  to emergency vehicle, MVA s. 177

DUTY
driver, to provide —
  information, identification of driver, MVA s. 84
  name and address of driver and owner, MVA s. 73

ELECTRONIC DEVICE(S)
audio-player, hand-held, EDR s. 10
defined, MVA s. 214.1
global positioning system, EDR s. 8
installation of, EDR s. 4
microphone, hand, EDR s. 9
prohibition against use of while driving, MVA s. 214.2
  exceptions to, MVA ss. 214.3, 214.4, 214.5, EDR ss. 5, 6
prescribed devices, EDR s. 3
regulations, MVA s. 214.6
televiisions, EDR s. 11
use of —
  defined, EDR s. 2
  hands free, EDR s. 7

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION, MVA s. 211.1

EMERGENCY VEHICLE(S)
defined, MVA s. 1
entering an intersection, EVR s. 6
exemptions, MVA s. 122
limitation on application, EVR s. 7
EMERGENCY VEHICLE(S) — continued
police pursuit regulations, EVR s. 3
response by —
  peace officer, EVR s. 4
  person other than peace officer, EVR s. 5
yielding to, MVA s. 177

ENGINE NUMBER
obliteration or removal, MVA s. 58
offence, MVA s. 59

EQUIPMENT, MVA s. 219
seat belt assembly, MVA s. 220
standards and approvals, MVA s. 218

EVIDENCE
admissibility, OA s. 15.1
licence or permit, MVA s. 81
signs, MVA s. 201
weight of vehicle or load, MVA s. 213

EXPLOSIVES, MVA s. 206

EXTRAPROVINCIAL UNDERTAKING
defined, MVA s. 106(3)

FAILING TO STOP, MVA s. 100

FAILING TO STOP AND STATE NAME
offence, MVA ss. 73, 100

FALSE STATEMENTS, MVA s. 69

FARM TRACTOR
defined, MVA s. 1
licences, MVA s. 8

FARMER
defined, MVA s. 1

FEES, MVA s. 62, MVFR s. 1 Sch.
accounting, MVA s. 65

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY CARD
cancellation, MVA s. 112
defined, MVA s. 1
failure to produce, MVA s. 70(1)(b)
issuance, MVA s. 111
proof of, MVA s. 106
FINE INDEBTEDNESS
defined, MVA s. 1

FINES
application of, MVA s. 77
disputing, OA s. 15.4
failure to pay, OA s. 82
photo radar, MVR s. 41.03
prescribed amounts, VTR, s. 5, Sch. 3

FLASHING LIGHTS. See TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL

FOLLOWING TOO CLOSELY, MVA s. 162

FORMS, MVA s. 211

GARAGE AND SALE AGENCY POLICY
defined, MVA s. 113

GOLF CART
defined, MVA, s. 1
exemptions: insurance/licence/registration, MVA s. 3.1

GREEN ARROW. See TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL

GREEN LIGHT. See TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL

HIGH OCCUPANCY VEHICLE LANE
defined, MVA s. 119
driving in, MVA s. 152

HIGHWAY
controlled access, entering, MVA s. 164
defined, MVA s. 1
divided, MVA s. 163
pedestrian walking along, MVA s. 182
through, entering, MVA s. 175

HORSE RACING, MVA s. 202

IDENTIFICATION CARDS
fees, MVFR s. 1 Sch.
offences re, MVA ss. 69, 70, 74
regulations re, MVA s. 210
retention or seizure of records, MVA s. 25.01

IMPLEMENT OF HUSBANDRY
defined, MVA s. 1
exemptions, MVA s. 2(5)
IMPOUNDMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLE
24-hour, MVA s. 215.4
automatic roadside driving prohibition, MVA s. 215.46
general provisions —
   appropriation, MVA s. 267
   definitions, MVA s. 250
   driving prohibition, review of, MVA s. ss. 259-261
   impoundment, MVA s. 251
   liability for impoundment, MVA s. 252
   owner’s right against driver, MVA s. 265
   peace officer, duties of, MVA s. 254
   period of impoundment, MVA s. 253
   regulations, power to make, MVA ss. 268, 269
   release of vehicle —
      after impoundment period, MVA s. 264
      early, MVA ss. 262, 263
      review, MVA ss. 256, 257
      storage of vehicle, MVA s. 255
      superintendent’s decisions, MVA s. 258
      wrongful impoundment, MVA s. 266
prohibited drivers, MVA s. 215.4

IMPRISONMENT
default of payment of fine, OA s. 82
generally, OA s. 86
intermittent, OA s. 87

INDUSTRIAL ROAD
defined, MVA s. 1
exemptions, MVA s. 2(9)(b)

INDUSTRIAL UTILITY VEHICLE
defined, MVA s. 1
exemptions: insurance/licence/registration, MVA s. 3.1
regulations re, MVA s. 210(2)

INFORMATION
certified abstract, MVA s. 116
electronic, MVA s. 211.1
formalities of, OA s. 13
power to lay, OA s. 25
provided by Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, MVA s. 115

INSPECTION(S), MVA ss. 28, 28.2, 217
emission fees, MVFR s. 1 Sch.
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INSPECTION(S) — continued
vehicle fees, MVFR s. 1 Sch.

INSURANCE (VEHICLE) ACT
requirement for insurance, MVA s. 3(1)(c)
exemptions, MVA s. 3.1

INSURANCE PREMIUM
defined, MVA s. 1
payment of, MVA s. 6

INSURER
default of, MVA s. 110
extraprovincial undertaking, MVA s. 106
implied covenant, MVA s. 109
notice to, MVA s. 108
service on unlicensed, MVA s. 107

INTERSECTION
defined, MVA s. 119
stopping at, MVA s. 186
turning at, MVA s. 165

JUDGMENT
unsatisfied, prohibition, MVA s. 91

LAMPS, MVR s. 4.01

LANE DIRECTION CONTROL SIGNALS. See TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL

LANED ROADWAY
defined, MVA s. 119

LETTING VEHICLES FOR HIRE, MVA ss. 56, 83, 86

LICENSE. See DRIVER’S LICENSE; OWNER’S LICENCE
defined, MVA s. 101

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS, MVA s. 78

LINES, MVA s. 155
newly painted, MVA s. 143
suspension of effect of, MVA s. 156

LITTERING, MVA s. 204

MAINTENANCE VEHICLES. See CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE, vehicles
INDEX

MANUFACTURED HOME
defined, MVA s. 1
towing, MVA s. 2(13)

MANUFACTURER’S LICENCE, MVA s. 42
operation of vehicle by customer, MVA s. 43

MECHANICALLY PROPELLED INVALID’S CHAIR
defined, MVA s. 2(2)

MEDICAL PRACTITIONER
report to superintendent, MVA s. 230

MINISTER
defined, MVA s. 1

MOBILE EQUIPMENT
defined, MVA s. 1
regulations re, MVA s. 210(2)

MOTOR ASSISTED CYCLES
defined, MVA s. 1

MOTORCYCLE
defined, MVA s. 1
operation, MVA s. 194
passengers, MVA s. 194
safety helmet standards, MSHR s. 1

MOTOR HOME
defined, MVA s. 1
warning devices, MVA s. 207

MOTOR VEHICLE
Canada Safety Standards, MVA s. 223
change made, notice of, MVA s. 15
clearance of, MVA s. 205
defined, MVA s. 1
fees, MVFR s. 1 Sch.
impoundment. See IMPOUNDMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLE
irreparable vehicle —
    defined, MVA s. 17.1
    refusal to issue licence for, MVA s. 28.3
registration and licence, MVA s. 3
removal or destruction, notice of, MVA s. 20
sale of, MVA s. 222
MOTOR VEHICLE — continued
salvage vehicle —
  defined, MVA s. 17.1
  refusal to issue licence for, MVA s. 28.3
serial numbers, MVA s. 16
  transfer of, MVA ss. 17, 18
MOTOR VEHICLE INDEBTEDNESS
defined, MVA s. 1
MOTOR VEHICLE LIABILITY INSURANCE CARD
defined, MVA s. 1
  failure to produce, MVA s. 70(1)(b)
  onus of proof, MVA s. 80
MOTOR VEHICLE LIABILITY POLICY
defined, MVA s. 1
  offence, MVA s. 2(10)(c)
  suspension for failure to obtain, MVA s. 90
MOTOR VEHICLE RELATED CRIMINAL CODE OFFENCE
defined, MVA ss. 1, 232
MUNICIPALITY
  powers, MVA ss. 124, 124.2
  regulations, MVA s. 209
  traffic bylaws, MVA s. 83
NAME
  change of, MVA s. 14(2)
  failure to state, offence, MVA s. 73
NUMBER PLATES, MVA s. 12
  alteration, offence, MVA s. 74
  defined, MVA s. 1
  dismantled vehicles, MVA s. 57
  fees, MVFR s. 1 Sch.
  loss of, MVA s. 51
  refusal to issue, MVA ss. 26(2), 28, 28.2, 28.3
  suspension, MVA s. 90
  use by another, offence, MVA ss. 69(b), 70(1)(a)
NURSE PRACTITIONER
  report to superintendent, MVA s. 230
OFFENCE(S), MVA s. 13
  absolute liability, OA s. 6
**OFFENCES** — continued

- driving by minor, MVA s. 85
- exceptions, MVA s. 2(9)
- general offence, MVA s. 75
- motor assisted cycles, MVA s. 182.1
- smoking in motor vehicle, MVA s. 231.1

**OFFICIAL VEHICLES(S)**

- defined, MVR s. 47.01
- when stopped on highway, MVR s. 47.02

**OPTOMETRIST**

- report to superintendent, MVA s. 230

**OWNER**

- defined, MVA ss. 1, 83, 83.1, 86(3), 119
- leased vehicles —
  - lessee defined, MVA s. 86(3)
  - lessor defined, MVA s. 86(3)
  - operator as agent or servant of lessee, MVA s. 86(1.1)
  - operator as agent or servant of lessor, MVA s. 86(1.2)
- lessee exemption, MVA 86(3)
- liability for —
  - contraventions of Act, MVA s. 83
  - employees, MVA s. 88
  - operator as agent or servant, MVA s. 86
  - parking enactment, MVA s. 83(2.1)
  - speeding violations, MVA s. 83.1
- purchaser as deemed owner, MVA s. 86(3)
- seller exemption, MVA s. 86(3)

**OWNER’S CERTIFICATE**

- defined, MVA s. 1
- offence, MVA s. 2(10)(c)
- exemptions, MVA ss. 3.1, 201(2)

**OWNER’S LICENCE**

- carrying, MVA ss. 11, 52
- defined, MVA s. 1
- duration of, MVA s. 60
- farm tractors, MVA s. 8
- fees, MVA s. 62(2)
  - rebate of, MVA s. 63
  - recovery of, MVA s. 64
- interim, MVA s. 5
OWNER’S LICENCE — continued
production of, failure or refusal, offence, MVA s. 71
receipt in place of, MVA s. 52
refusal to issue, MVA ss. 26, 28, 28.2, 28.3
registration, MVA s. 3
special licences, MVA ss. 9, 10
suspension, MVA s. 90
term of, MVA s. 60
transfer of, MVA s. 17
underage applicants, MVA s. 7

PARK
defined, MVA s. 119
manner, MVA s. 190
private property, MVA s. 192
prohibited, MVA s. 187
vehicle —
    leaving, MVA s. 191
    move by police, MVA s. 188

PARTNERSHIP
member’s liability, MVA s. 87

PASSING. See DRIVING, passing

PEACE OFFICER
defined, MVA s. 1

PEDESTRIAN(S)
controlled signal, MVA s. 133
controls, MVA s. 132
crossing, other than crosswalk, MVA s. 180
defined, MVA s. 119
duty of driver, MVA s. 181
obeying traffic control signals, MVA s. 178
rights of way, MVA s. 179
walking along highway, MVA s. 182

PERSON AFFECTED BY A PROPOSED ACTION OF THE CORPORATION
defined, MVA s. 118.1

PHOTO RADAR. See SPEED MONITORING AND TRAFFIC LIGHT SAFETY

PLAYGROUNDS. See SCHOOLS AND PLAYGROUNDS
INDEX

POINT SYSTEM, MVR s. 28.01

POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES, MVA s. 47

PRESCRIBED
defined, MVA s. 1

PRIOR CONVICTIONS. See CONVICTION(S)

PRIVATE ROAD
defined, MVA s. 2
exemptions, MVA s. 2(9)(a)

PROBATION ORDER
breach of —
  additional punishment, OA, s. 90
  by chronic alcoholic, OA s. 93
failure to comply with, OA s. 89.6
generally, OA s. 89
mandatory conditions, OA s. 89.1
optional conditions, OA s. 89.2

PROCEDURE
absence of —
  defendant, OA s. 68
  prosecutor, OA s. 69
adjournment, OA s. 67
Criminal Code, application of, MVA s. 133
examination of witnesses, OA s. 65
full answer and defence, OA s. 64
justice, exercise of jurisdiction, OA s. 66

PROHIBITED
driving while, offence, MVA s. 102
from driving a motor vehicle, defined, MVA s. 1

PROHIBITION
24-hour, MVA s. 215
  considerations on review, MVA s. 215.2
  decision of superintendent, MVA s. 215.3
  impoundment of vehicle, MVA s. 215.4
  review, MVA s. 215.1
90-day, MVA s. 94.1
  duties of peace officer, MVA s. 94.3
  effect of, MVA s. 94.2
  notice, MVA s. 94.1, MVR s. 43.01
  review by superintendent, MVA ss. 94.4, 94.5, 94.6
PROHIBITION — continued
administrative driving prohibition, MVA s. 94.1
fees, MVR s. 43.08
monetary penalties, MVR s. 43.09
notice of, MVR s. 43.01
appeal, MVA s. 94
automatic, MVA s. 99
automatic roadside driving prohibition, MVA s. 215.41
duties of peace officer, MVA s. 215.47
effect of, MVA s. 215.43
impoundment of vehicle, MVA s. 215.46
monetary penalty, MVA s. 215.44, MVR s. 43.09
regulations re, MVA 215.51
remedial program, MVA s. 215.45
review, MVA ss. 215.48, 215.49
second analysis, right to, MVA s. 215.42
superintendent’s decision after review, MVA s. 215.5
by court, MVA s. 98
conviction, on, MVA s. 98
defined, MVA s. 101
driving while prohibited, MVA ss. 95, 102
electronic device, use of while driving, MVA s. 214.2
exceptions to, MVA ss. 214.3, 214.4, 214.5
failing to stop, MVA s. 100
fitness or ability to drive, MVA s. 92
impoundment provisions re, MVA ss. 259-261
notice, MVA s. 97
notification, MVA s. 93.2
smoking in motor vehicle, MVA s. 231.1
stay, MVA s. 101
superintendent, by, MVA s. 93
surrender of licence, MVA ss. 96, 97.1
unsatisfied judgment, MVA s. 91

PROOF
evidence of licence or permit, MVA s. 81
financial responsibility, MVA s. 106
onus, licence, MVA s. 80
records, MVA s. 82

PSYCHOLOGIST
report to superintendent, MVA s. 230
INDEX

PUNISHMENT
suspended sentence, minimum punishment, MVA s. 76

RACE
defined, MVA s. 250

RECIPROCAL ARRANGEMENTS, MVA s. 22

RECORDS, MVA s. 82
access to, MVA s. 93.1, ARR ss. 2-3
electronic, MVA s. 82.1
retention and seizure of, MVA s. 25.01

RED LIGHT. See TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL

REGISTRATION AND LICENCE. See OWNER’S LICENCE
exemptions, MVA s. 3.1
fees, MVFR s. 1 Sch.
foreign motor vehicles and trailers, MVA s. 21

REGULATIONS
ministerial, MVA s. 209.1
municipalities, MVA s. 209
power to make, MVA ss. 210, 214.6, 216
safety, MVA s. 212

RENTAL VEHICLES. See LETTING VEHICLES FOR HIRE

REPAIRER’S LICENCE, MVA s. 44

RESIDENCE DISTRICT
defined, MVA s. 119

ROAD SAFETY
child seating, MVR s. 39.04. See also CHILD SEATING AND
RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
defined, MVR s. 39.001
responsibilities of —
carrier/employer/owner, MVR s. 39.021
driver, MVR s. 39.02
passenger, MVR s. 39.01
exceptions, MVR s. 39.03

ROADWAY
defined, MVA s. 119

SAFETY CODE
false records, MVR s. 37.36
offences, MVR s. 37.37
SAFETY CODE — continued
operating vehicle while under suspension, MVR s. 37.38
unsafe vehicle, defined, MVR s. 37.35

SCHOOL BUS
defined, MVA s. 1
meeting, MVA s. 149

SCHOOLS AND PLAYGROUNDS, MVA s. 147

SEARCH WARRANT, OA s. 21

SEAT BELTS, MVA s. 220
assembly of, MVR s. 32
children re, MVR s. 36.06, s. 36.07
exemptions,
  emergency vehicle, MVR s. 32.04
  sheriff escort, MVR s. 32.05
  taxi driver, MVR s. 32.02, s. 32.03
taxi, defined, MVR s. 32.01

SECURITY
return of, MVA s. 114

SEIZURE, OA s. 23
access to, OA s. 24.1
detention of, OA s. 24
order for disposition, OA s. 24.2

SENTENCE, OA s. 86

SERIAL NUMBER
obliteration or removal, MVA s. 58
offence, MVA s. 59

SERVICE
unlicensed insurer, MVA s. 107

SHOW CAUSE HEARINGS. See APPEALS AND SHOW CAUSE HEARINGS

SIDEWALK
defined, MVA s. 119

SIGNATURE, MVA s. 81(2)
notice of prohibition, not required on, MVA s. 97

SIGNS, MVA s. 214
traffic sign meanings, MVR s. 23.05
SLOW MOVING VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT
defined, MVR s. 7B.01
prohibition —
display, MVR s. 7B.04
driving, MVR s. 7B.02
warning device, MVR s. 7B.03

SMOKING IN MOTOR VEHICLE, MVA s. 231.1

SPECIAL LICENCES
fees, MVFR s. 1 Sch.
industry motor vehicles, MVA s. 9
tractors, etc., MVA s. 10

SPEED LIMITS, MVA s. 146

SPEED MONITORING AND TRAFFIC LIGHT SAFETY
certificates, MVR s. 41.02
fines, MVR s. 41.03
speed monitoring device MVA s. 83.1

SPEEDING, MVA s. 146
excessive, MVA s. 148
fines, MVA s. 148.1
schools and playgrounds, MVA s. 147

STAND
defined, MVA s. 119

STANDARDS AND APPROVALS
bunk and stake assemblies, SVR s. 3.2
device, SVR s. 2
equipment, MVA ss. 218, 219
hydraulic brake fluid, SVR s. 3.1
marking, SVR s. 3
towing dollies, SVR s. 2
trailers, SVR s. 2
vehicles, MVA s. 218

STATION WAGON
defined, MVA s. 1

STAY OF DRIVING PROHIBITION
defined, MVA s. 101

STOP
defined, MVA s. 119
SUPERINTENDENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
appointment of superintendent and staff, MVA s. 118
defined, MVA ss. 1, 118.1
delegation, MVA s. 117

SUSPENSION
12-hour, MVA s. 90.3
automobile insurance, failure to obtain, MVA s. 90
conviction, MVA s. 232
driving while suspended, MVA ss. 90.4, 234
motor vehicle liability policy, failure to obtain, MVA s. 90
number plates, MVA s. 90
reinstatement of suspended licence, MVA s. 233
right to apply, deemed suspended on prohibition, MVA s. 89
stay of, MVA s. 236
surrender licence, MVA s. 235
vehicle licences, MVA s. 90

TAXI
defined, MVA s. 1

TELEPHONE
conferencing, OA s. 15.2
right to, OA s. 7

TELEWARRANT, OA s. 22

THROUGH HIGHWAY
defined, MVA s. 119

TICKET. See VIOLATION TICKET

TOW CAR
defined, MVA s. 1
exemptions, MVA s. 2(12), 2(13)

TRAFFIC
defined, MVA s. 119

TRAFFIC BYLAWS OF A MUNICIPALITY
defined, MVA s. 83

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE
altering, prohibited, MVA s. 137
commercial advertising prohibited, MVA s. 136
construction —
obedience to signs, MVA s. 140
speed sign, MVA s. 139
TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE — continued
construction — continued
  work in progress, MVA s. 138
defined, MVA s. 119
evidence, MVA s. 201
flagger, MVA s. 141
inoperative, MVA s. 125.1
lines, newly painted, MVA s. 143
obeying, MVA ss. 125, 161
removal of temporary signs, MVA s. 142
signs, MVA s. 214
traffic sign meanings, MVR s. 23.05

TRAFFIC CONTROL PERSON
defined, MVA s. 119
obeying, MVA s. 141.1

TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL
colours, MVA s. 126
defined, MVA s. 119
evidence, MVA s. 201
flashing lights, MVA s. 131
green arrow, MVA s. 130
green light, MVA s. 127
lane direction control signals, MVA s. 134
obstruction of, prohibited, MVA s. 135
pedestrian controlled signal, MVA s. 133
pedestrian controls, MVA s. 132
red light, MVA s. 129
signs, MVA s. 214
yellow arrow, MVA s. 130
yellow light, MVA s. 128

TRAFFIC LIGHT SAFETY DEVICE
defined, MVA s. 83.1

TRAILER
defined, MVA s. 1
exemptions, MVA s. 2(5)
refusal to issue licence, MVA s. 26
registration and licence, MVA s. 3

TRANSPORTERS’ LICENCES, MVA s. 41
operation of vehicle by customer, MVA s. 43
TRIAL
procedure, OA s. 15.2

TURNING. See DRIVING, turning

USED VEHICLES
records, MVA s. 57

VEHICLE
defined, MVA s. 1

VEHICLE INSURANCE
defined, MVA s. 1

VIDEO CONFERENCING, OA s. 15.2

VIOLATION TICKET, OA s. 14
cancellation, OA s. 18
conviction, OA s. 17
disputing, OA s. 15
failure to respond to, OA s. 16
service outside British Columbia, OA s. 14.1

WHEELCHAIR. See MECHANICALLY PROPELLED INVALID’S CHAIR; PEDESTRIAN(S)

WINTER TIRE
defined, MVA s. 208

YELLOW ARROW. See TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL

YELLOW LIGHT. See TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL